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You and a guest are cordially invited to an
evening of dinner, entertainment and fun as we
celebrate the holidays.
2012 NAPM
CHRISTMAS PARTY
DEC. 11, 2012 (TUE)
6PM – 8PM
IRON STARR URBAN BBQ
3700 N. Shartel, OKC 73118
Contacts:
Craig Foster (405) 552-5065
craig.foster@dvn.com

Party Information
Who Do We
Represent?
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Jason Walker (405) 935-4550
Jason.Walker@chk.com

Merry Christmas
JOYEUX NOEL
Maligayang Pasko
FELIZ NAVIDAD
Kung His Hsin Nien bing Chu Shen Tan
Fröhliche Weihnachten NODLAIG MHAITH CHUGNAT
Buone Feste Natalizie
Chuc Mung Giang Sinh
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Mark your
calendar for
the annual
NAPM-OKC
Christmas
Party at Iron
Starr Urban
BBQ on
Tuesday
December
11th, 2012.

THE

The President’s Pen
Happy December N.A.P.M.OKC Members,
Here we are again and I really
can’t believe that December is
here already. 2012 certainly
has gone by fast as the years
do these days. Looking back
on this year, I have been
blessed in so many ways.
I have seen many changes
both personally and professionally. On a personal level,
my daughter has embarked on
a new chapter in her life. She
moved out of our house and is
living on her own. She is still in
school and works two
jobs. One of the many things
that I have had to get used to
not having is the comfort of
knowing every night when I go
to bed that she is home and
safe. I have enjoyed the many
text messages she sends me
letting me know what’s going
on in her daily life. I feel like
she is giving me a gift every
time I hear from her that I don’t
initiate it. I’m very glad that
she is willing to communicate
with me so much. I am very
pleased to be starting a new
chapter in our relationship. Another change we have
learned to adapt to is my son
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making the 7th grade varsity
basketball team. We were
over joyed to learn that out of
54 boys, he made the team!
School ball is something we
have looked forward to because we thought it would just
be simpler. What we have discovered is that it means
MORE. More of everything,
practice, and games. He is
getting at least an hour and a
half of practice every day,
weekdays and most weekends. We are happy about
that and feel he will get even
better with that much practice. We are glad he is getting
to experience the joys of being
on a school team and riding
the bus to away games and
tournaments. He’s having such
a good time. This year also
brought me a new nephew and
a new niece as well as my sister and her family back to the
states. I have so many blessings in my life, and so many
people to be thankful for!
In my professional life, my
company has been sold and
after the new year I will be
working for a new company. That is very exciting! I
have been in this position
many times before and look

forward to the excitement of
the new company and the challenges that brings. I am in my
second term as President of
N.A.P.M.-OKC. I really enjoy
all the great people I get to
work with in our group. I hope
that I have served you all well
and look forward to another
year.
On December 11th we will be
hosting our annual Christmas
Party. This is always a great
time of fellowship. Iron Starr
has been a gracious host in the
past and I’m sure will be again
this year. We will he hearing
Christmas music from young
voices from Putnam City High
School Show Choir again this
year. I look forward to that as
well, they are so good.
Please join us celebrate Christmas. Be safe and take some
time to count your blessing!

Stefanie K. Jones
President
N.A.P.M.-OKC
Office: (405) 935-1602
E-mail:
Stefanie.Jones@chk.com
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NAPM - OKC Officers 2012- 2013
President
Vice-President
Past President/Forum Rep.

Stefanie Jones, Access Midstream
Elizabeth Jones, Access Midstream
Retired

Secretary
Treasurer
Vice-Treasurer
Pro-D Director
Pro-D Vice Chair
Membership Director
Membership Vice Chair
Program Director
Program Vice Chair
PR Director
PR Vice Chair
Technology Director

Open
TJ Jordan, Industrial Gasket
Robert Sexton, OGE
Dan Gatewood, CPSM, Devon Energy
Jeffery Richardson, CPSM, CPSD, OGE
Donna Dolezel, Sandridge Energy
Cara Noltensmeyer, Devon Energy
Craig Foster, Devon Energy
Jason Walker, Access Midstream
Randy Graves, Beams Industries
Julie Crall, Access Midstream
Angela Smith, Devon Energy

Technology Vice Chair
Special Activity Director

Mindy Hill, Devon Energy
Roger Teel, Dolese Bros. Co
.

A Note from the VP…
Last month’s meeting at
Kimray was quite interesting.
Everyone always says they see
the sign from I-235 but never
knows where the buildings are
located. Therefore, finally getting
to see their little town of buildings
was kind of a neat surprise to
find out about. The tour was
quick but quite informative and
I’m sure each of the people who
came has a favorite part of the
tour (possibly the break room
anyone?).

This month is the ever
wonderful Christmas party meeting. It will be great to see many
of you out, maybe even some
that couldn’t make it to the last
meeting or two. There will be
great food, entertainment, and of
course door prizes. I always like
this time of the year because it
seems to be when everyone is
gathering and sharing food, stories, and laughter. Hopefully, you
all will be able to join and contribute to the joy of the season with

all of your N.A.P.M. friends
and peers!
Hope you all have a great
rest of the holiday season, a
merry Christmas and a happy
New Year!

Elizabeth Jones
Vice President
N.A.P.M.- OKC
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ProtecƟng the Company's Brand

keep it on review for possible further downgrade.

Author(s):

Suddenly the brand that could do no wrong was facing brand

Larry C. Giunipero, Ph.D., CPSM, CPSD, C.P.M.

reputation setbacks.

Larry C. Giunipero, Ph.D., CPSM, CPSD, C.P.M. is the ISM Pro-

While Toyota will even-

fessor of Supply Management at Florida State University in

tually recover from its

Tallahassee, Florida

problems, its brand rep®

October 2011, Inside Supply Management Vol. 22, No. 8,

utation is taking a hit.

page 18

Toyota's supply chain

Through brand-centric supply management, supply

and, specifically, its sup-

managers protect and manage one of their company's

ply management organi-

most important assets.

zation, were in the eye
of the brand reputation storms that battered the company.

Brand reputation is one of a company's most important as-

What's in a Brand?

sets. Supply management professionals play an important role Supply management's role in protecting and enhancing a comas protectors of that asset by reshaping and revamping supply pany's brand image begins with being passionate about comchains and through careful oversight of suppliers. Brand-

pany values and branding advantages. Fran Chinnici, vice

centric supply management is a strategic approach that evalu- president of purchasing and materials for CSX Transportation,
ates and integrates supply programs such as supplier-

says ensuring that CSX does business with companies that

managed inventory, relationship management and total quali-

"live like we do" is key to protecting and strengthening the

ty to support, enhance, manage and protect a company's

brand. "Suppliers must behave ethically, responsibly and have

brand.

very similar core values," says Chinnici.

If there is any question about the need to protect brand repu- Brand reputation is also multifaceted. It represents feelings
tation, just ask the C-level executives at Toyota. The issues

that people have toward a product or service. A strong, posi-

associated with sticking gas pedals and interior floor mats

tive brand can also enhance a company's position with its

created safety concerns. Just as the safety problem was be-

supply base. Gary Jones Sr., director of procurement at Agu-

ginning to recede, the Toyota supply chain was impacted by

staWestland Philadelphia Corporation in Philadelphia, says

the March 11, 2011 earthquake and tsunami in Japan as well

recognition of the AgustaWestland brand in the aerospace

as the subsequent nuclear plant problems. Production at

industry translates into suppliers that are eager to do business

Toyota's parts and assembly plants and upstream supplier

with the helicopter company. "Our suppliers proudly tell other

facilities were affected by these disasters. Toyota's car pro-

customers they sell to AgustaWestland Philadelphia Corpora-

duction in Japan plummeted 62.7 percent in March due to

tion," Jones says. "In other words, dealing with us can provide

parts shortages caused by the earthquake and tsunami. Toyo- them an entrée into other companies in our industry."

THE

ta's famous JIT and low-inventory system further exacerbated

Organizations spend a great deal of money advertising and

the problem. New car shipments slowed to a trickle and sales

promoting their brands. The goal is to create strong customer

have plunged, further pummeling its brand reputation.

loyalty. One company that enjoys a strong brand following is

The shrinking revenue and plant rebuilding costs forced the

Apple, with a brand that is regarded as high-quality, reliable,

company to take on additional debt. Moody's recently down-

durable and cutting-edge. While brand building is a lengthy

graded Toyota's credit rating, saying the car-maker's well-

process, brand degradation or slippage can occur suddenly. As

publicized quality problems could hurt profits over the long

companies opt to outsource more of their products and ser-

term. In June, the rating agency cut the senior unsecured

vices, supply management becomes a critical area for protect-

long-term rating on Toyota from Aa2 to Aa3, saying it will

ing brands.
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Managing the Brand

PAGE

should exhibit at the Helicopter Association International

What steps can supply managers take to help protect and

Trade Show," he says. "It was important for us to have suppli-

manage their company's brand image? The first step is under- ers exhibiting at the show that would send the same brand
standing the key brand attributes and then supporting them

message about AgustaWestland's products. Thus, both the

with complementary supply management practices. This step

suppliers' and AgustaWestland's brand messages were syn-

often begins by working with internal business units, such as

chronized."

the marketing department, to get to know the critical activities Once supply management has established a relationship with
that impact the brand and make it unique. Supply managers

other business units in a joint effort to manage and protect

must understand the various ways the supply organization can brand reputation, it's important to use them as allies to sell
provide products, services and overall value that allow the

upper management on the need to support strategic, custom-

company to continuously improve its brand. This can be

er-centric goals in procurement. There are several ways sup-

achieved through sourcing higher-quality components, provid- ply management can enhance brand image, gain entrance
ing faster delivery, improving repair options, ensuring sustain- into new markets and subsequently expand revenue opportuable and socially responsible supply chains, or other value-

nities. They include the following efforts.

adds that enhance the company's brand.

Thorough examination of suppliers. Working with reputa-

At Florida-based CSX, Chinnici says he reinforces the value-

ble suppliers to purchase quality products and services is a

add message with his organization's supply base. "The safe,

given in supply management today; however, it's not enough

reliable and efficient operation of our transportation service

to just review key components from first-tier suppliers. When

requires CSX to have the right parts and equipment on hand,

lead paint was found in its toy products, Mattel, Inc. discov-

at the right time and at the right cost. Everything from the

ered that the paint supplier that was substituting the paint on

reliability of our cars and locomotives, to the integrity of our

the specification with lead-based paint was far down in its

track and infrastructure, requires purchased equipment and

supply chain. It's no longer sufficient to qualify just the first-

materials to perform to the applicable standards and require-

tier supplier — knowledge about second-tier and even in

ments."

some cases third-tier suppliers' sourcing practices may be

The next step is to examine the critical activities that supply

necessary.

management can di-

Jones believes this is accomplished through a rigorous suppli-

rectly support to help

er selection process. "The best way we can support the Agu-

improve brand image.

staWestland brand is by choosing reputable, reliable and re-

This can range from

sponsive suppliers that will support and enhance the quality of

working with key busi-

our brand image," he says. "Our commercial customers ex-

ness partners to ensure

pect us to perform at a high level, and if the supply base

the organization gets

doesn't support our customer promises, it negatively impacts

the most it can from

our brand image." He adds that supply management organiza-

advertising dollars, to

tions must view sourcing from a multitiered perspective on

establishing contracts for trade shows, to developing contracts key items. "That is one of the reasons I've added a supplier
that provide faster service and turnaround for customer re-

quality assurance program to our procurement group." The

quests.

group will be responsible for working with suppliers on im-

Jones, of AgustaWestland Philadelphia Corporation, recalls

proving the quality of the products and services that they

supply management's role in helping the company select sup-

supply. "We expect they will spend considerable time working

pliers for a trade show.

with our suppliers as well as our in-house engineers to im-

"We worked with marketing to select which of our suppliers

prove functionality and visibility required for enhanced quality," he explains.
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Business continuity
planning. Business continuity planning has taken
on added importance as
threats of terrorism, natural disasters, security
concerns and offshore
sourcing create major
issues or challenges for
supply continuity. While it
is difficult to plan for natural disasters, recent
events have reinforced
the need to prepare for
the challenges they can
bring to supply chain operations. Business continuity plans may involve upfront costs, but

For example, AgustaWestland uses a subcontractor that paints

they will help organizations avoid major costs later. The upfront

the bodies of its helicopters. "The finished paint schemes must

costs may be in the form of additional inventory, backup suppli-

not only be visually attractive but meet stringent quality and per-

ers, extra warehouse space and so forth.

formance specifications," Jones explains. "They must be weather-

The goal is to have a plan in place to minimize potential supply

resistant and support the customer expectations for a long-lasting

disruptions that impact your brand. Chinnici says such planning is

quality finish." He says through mapping the supply chain, the

best accomplished with the help of a cross-functional team. He

supply organization is assured the subcontractor has selected a

says at CSX the supply management organization engages inter-

paint supplier that "meets our objectives and reinforces our high-

nal clients in developing an overall commodity and supplier strate- quality brand image."
gy, including business continuity. "Our business partners get a
firsthand view of the importance a supplier can have on the brand Monitoring suppliers. To maintain brand quality, supply manand the behaviors and attributes that are necessary from CSX

agement organizations should continually monitor suppliers for

suppliers as an extension of the brand."

negative changes in quality or delivery performance. These

Supply chain mapping. Managing commodity volatility is a ma-

changes could be an indication of operational or financial prob-

jor concern today for supply managers. One way to address that

lems. Constant monitoring allows the supply organization to be

concern is to develop maps of critical activities through the supply proactive and avoid a major disruption or a deterioration of brand
chain. Supply managers who claim they are not affected by com-

quality. Jones believes supplier surveillance is a key to maintain-

modity volatility because they don't directly purchase commodities ing a company's brand. "We enforce a rigorous evaluation and
are burying their heads in the sand. They are not recognizing the

selection process of our suppliers to ensure that their capabilities

fact that suppliers somewhere in their supply chain are dealing

match the market promises made to our customers," he says.

with commodity volatility. And, eventually, it will affect their organization. At AgustaWestland Philadelphia Corporation, Jones
says he wants to be certain that his subcontractors are using the
highest-quality component suppliers.

THE
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Upcoming ISM Seminars
Below is the list of ISM seminars for the months of January 2013, & February 2013.
These seminars qualify for recertification Continuing Education Hours (CEHs). For seminar details, please call the ISM Customer Service Department at 800/888-6276 or +1
480/752-6276, option 8, or visit the ISM website at www.ism.ws and select Education &
Training and then Face-to-Face Seminars.
January 2013

Date

Location

Fundamentals of Purchasing: The Building
Blocks of World-Class Professionalism
#4522

January 28-30, 2013

Atlanta, GA

Contracting: What All the Ts and Cs Mean
(formerly Contracting Basics: What All the
Ts and Cs Mean) #4494

February 4-5, 2013

Nashville, TN

Effective Supply Management: Analytical
Techniques for Decision Making #4342

February 4-5, 2013

Las Vegas, NV

Power Negotiations: Unlock Your Powers of
Influence and Persuasion #4581

February 6-8, 2013

San Diego, CA

Negotiation Strategies: Beyond the Basics,
Optimizing Value #4449

February 20-22, 2013

Atlanta, GA

Fundamentals of Inventory Management
(formerly Principles of Effective Inventory
Management) #4335

February 25-26, 2013

Las Vegas, NV

February 2013

-- ISM exists to lead and serve the
supply management profession --
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Institute for Supply Management Certifications:
What do all those letters mean? Part III
Last month I presented information related to the CPSMÒ and CSM™ certifications. This month I hope to
provide a bit of information related to the CPSD™ certification that will be helpful to you.
Diversity signifies variety, including variety in the ownership of organizations. In supply management, diversity typically means an organization’s efforts to include different categories of suppliers in its sourcing process and active supply base and to address the opportunities and challenges that arise from differences
and similarities.
Definition of “Diversity and Inclusiveness – Supply Base:” Diversity signifies variety, including variety in the
ownership of organizations. In supply management, diversity typically means an organization’s efforts to
include different categories of suppliers in its sourcing process and active supply base and to address the
opportunities and challenges that arise from differences and similarities.
The CPSD™ is a professional designation for supply professionals, who demonstrate knowledge,
skills and expertise in supplier diversity. CPSD™ is also for business professionals with responsibility
for strategic diversity initiatives. This professional designation demonstrates to your employer,
your colleagues, your suppliers and even your customers that you are serious about helping your organization and diverse suppliers succeed.
CPSD™ Requirements
The criteria for earning the CPSD™ qualification are:
• Successfully pass the CPSD™ Exam.
• Successfully pass Exam 1 of the Certified Professional in Supply Management® (CPSM®) or the Certified in Supply Management ™ (CSM™). This requirement is waived if the candidate holds a current CPSM®, CSM™ or C.P.M.
• Minimum of five years of professional (non-clerical, nonsupport) supplier diversity or supply management
experience (does not need to be primary function), OR three years of professional (non-clerical, nonsupport) supplier diversity or supply management experience IF the candidate has a bachelor’s degree from a
regionally accredited college or university or international equivalent.
Structure of CPSD™ Exam:
Policies and Planning
Sourcing / Supplier Development
Finance / Budgeting
Metrics / Oversight
Training and Development
Advocacy / Marketing / Outreach
This exam contains 120 questions and has a time limit of 2 hours. All questions on the CPSD™ exam are
scored.
For additional information on this certification, click the link below: http://www.ism.ws/certification/
content.cfm?ItemNumber=20529&navItemNumber=22295
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Oklahoma Economic
Condition
Oklahoma: The Business Conditions Index for Oklahoma fell for November, but to a solid reading. The
leading economic indicator from the supply manager
survey sank to 56.1 from October’s 63.3. Components
of the November survey were new orders at 63.6, production or sales at 62.4, delivery lead time at 42.0,
inventories at 60.5, and employment at 52.1. “Growth
stemming from a very strong energy sector continues
to push state economic growth higher. In addition,
both durable and nondurable goods producers continue to expand at a solid pace. For example, metal
manufacturing and machinery production are growing

at a healthy
rate in the
state. Our
surveys over the past several months project healthy
but somewhat slower growth for the next three to six
months,”
Professor Ernie Goss, Ph.D.
said
Goss.
Creighton University
Jack MacAllister Chair in Regional Economics

Membership Report
“Our affiliate exists to provide value to Oklahoma’s economy and our membership by:
educating and developing our members; en- C.P.S.M., C.P.M.
hancing our employer’s operations; and ad- & A.P.P.
vancing the supply management profesReport
sion.”
NAPM-OKC C.P.S.M’s — November 2012
ISM National Membership — September 30, 2012

38,996 members
N.A.P.M.-OKC Membership — November 30, 2012

200 members
Changes:
Please let us know if you have changed jobs, addresses, or e-mail addresses, so we can keep our
local roster current. Since “The Purchasing Pipeline” and other notices are sent to you by e-mail,
this is very important, because you might miss
out on an up-coming event. We will inform ISM
of the change. We would also like to know if you
have received your CPSM, C.P.M. or A.P.P. certification, so we can congratulate you in “The Purchasing Pipeline.



11 (5.5%)

NAPM-OKC C.P.M’s — November 2012


31 (15.5%)

NAPM-OKC C.P.S.M’s— November 2012


5 (2.5%)

Donna Dolezal, Membership Director, 8663293, donna.dolezel@yahoo.com
Cara Noltensmeyer, Membership Vice Chair,
552-4789, cara.noltensmeyer@dvn.com
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Meeting Information:
Tuesday December 11th, 2012

Christmas Party
Iron Starr Urban BBQ
3700 N. Shartel
Oklahoma City, OK
6:00 – 8:00 p.m.
Hope you’ll join us!!
For More Information,
Please Contact: Craig Foster
Email: Craig.foster@dvn.com

Who Do We Represent?
Our members represent the following companies. Thank you for your support.
Access Midstream
Astellas Pharma Tech
Autocraft Industries
Autoquip Corporation
Beam's Industries
Big D Industries Inc.
Bimbo Bakeries
Borets Weatherford
Bradford Industrial Supply Co.
Cameron Compression Systems
Carlisle Foodservice Products
Cass Polymers Inc.
Chapparral Energy Inc.
Chesapeake Energy
Chickasaw Nation Div of Commerce
City of Oklahoma City
Cleveland County
Conoco Phillips
Cooper Compression
COTPA
Coughlin Equipment
Covercraft Industries Inc.
Devon Energy
Dolese Bros. Co.

Enviro Systems Inc.
Fife Corporation
Franklin Electric Water Transfer System
GE Oil & Gas
George Fischer Central Plastics
Halliburton
Heartland Pathology Consultants
High Mount Exploration and Production
Industrial Gasket
Integris Baptist Health Center
J & E Supply & Fastener Co.
Johnson Controls, Inc.
KimRay Inc.
Knights of Columbus
KP Supply
Linn Energy
Lopez Foods Inc.
MD Building Products
Modular Svcs Co
OG&E
Oklahoma City Community College
Oklahoma Publishing Co.
Pelco Products

Picerne Military Housing
Pioneer Telephone Cooperative Inc.
PM&L Manager Haliiburton
Progressive Stamping, LLC
Remy Inc.
SandRidge Energy
Sara Lee Foodservice
SemaSys Inc.
Smart Lines LLC
Smith & Nephew Inc.
SORB Technology Inc.
Southwest Electric Co.
Surface Mount Depot
T D K Ferrites Corp.
Universal Well Site Solutions
University of Central Oklahoma
University of Oklahoma
US Silica Co.
USA Compression
Vaughn Foods, Inc.
Walker & Sons Enterprises Inc.
WellMark Co

